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From the universe of the Until the End of the World series. (Note: The City Series can be heard

before or after the Until the End of the World series) Sylvie Rossi has the loner thing down pat, with

the exception of her best friend, Grace. But when the two are trapped in a hospital during the last

gasp of a dying city, alone time is no longer an option. A nurse's offer of sanctuary promises Sylvie

the supplies she needs to survive the zombies - it's the coexisting with people that might do her in.

Eric Forrest will do whatever it takes to get into the dead city for his sister, including ending up dead

himself. He's used to taking risks, but with every mile he travels death looks likelier and likelier, and

finding his sister may be his only prospect for survival - if he can make it home. Sylvie doesn't need

more than food, water, and shelter. Eric wants only to find his sister. But sometimes what we think

we need isn't what we need at all, and what we find is more than we expected.
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I love the first series by Sarah Lyons Fleming ( until the end if the world). And have been EAGERLY

looking forward to this one, it was worth the wait! If you are looking for blood, gore and macho men

with guns vs zombies, these might not be for you, but if you have wondered to yourself before how

you might survive an "end of the world" event being a normal person and not a survival nut, you will

probably love her books. I enjoy the fact that these books are about people, their lives and

relationships with each other, and oh, by the way, there are zombies too, instead of the entire story

being zombie smashing and bashing. A terrific 5 star read!



If you haven't read Ms. Fleming's previous trilogy (Until the end of the world) then you have missed

a tremendous read. It's the kind of book that you want to go back and read more than once, twice,

etc. She definitely has a way with words and emotions.This book takes place in the same time

frame as her first series and was I ever glad to see relatives of our first "friends" who they assume

are lost.Cassie's brother Eric, Penny & Ana's mother Maria. While the others were able to leave the

city, unfortunately our new friends are not.The storyline is so good, never falters and these new

characters just jump right out at you. Sylvie & Gracie, such good friends with so many horrible times

to go thru. Eric (who has to be a hunk :), and falling in love without realizing it in the midst of millions

of zombies! Can't wait to see how this goes...I've found so many good authors with my kindle but

Ms. Fleming is in my top 5. The next installment can't come soon enough...

I love, love, love this book. I love the cover. I love this author. SLF has constructed a beautiful story.

Her attention to detail when it comes to all aspects, whether it be character development, world

building, or what happens when you drink untreated water is divine. I recommend this book to

anyone, no matter which genre you prefer because this isn't just a story about zombies, it's about

people. Damaged, undamaged, baggage, no baggage. SLF has ability to see into a character's

mind and pick it apart and present to us in a package we can relate to on any level. I want to unread

it, so I can read it again for the first time. But I can't so, i'll just read it again.

A lady I know is an outstanding photographer and one day on Facebook, she asked us for

challenges. I gave her the most mundane, inane suggestion I could think of because I already knew

she was a wiz with people, landscape and animals. I challenged her to photograph a bottle of

washing up liquid. What came back was more than art. Sarah Lyons Fleming has the same gift but

uses words.Every situation no matter how simple is described so incredibly well that I don't just feel

the characters, I'm right there in the room. I know who they are. I know what drives them and what

their fears are. I feel their joys and their sadness as if they're close friends.To say I cannot wait for

the next book may be incredibly selfish on my part because this one has only just been released but

sometimes we have to cling to hope as well as the beauty in life.

There are no books anywhere on  that compare to the 'Until The End Of The World Series!!! Trust

me! I've searched!This series will bring answers to questions left unanswered in UTEOTW! It is just

as good, if not better and if no way "beating a dead horse into the ground" which I've heard in so

many other reviews when there is a "spin-off"! Thank You, so much SLF for letting me live in your



fantastically, gripping and emotionally charged imaginative brain, again! Bring on the next one! In

weekly chapter releases, like I've mentioned, so I won't read it so damn fast! LolI'm jealous of those

of you who have never heard of either series and are diving in for the first time!

I'm not a big zombie fan, but Sarah really knows how to write. The characters become people of

interest and every day life, well every day apocalypse life becomes an entertaining read. It's about

the entire story and not just zombie killing. I read sci-fi and fantasy voraciously and Sarah Lyons

Fleming is one of my flat out favorite authors. Some books are "eh", some are "pretty good" and a

few are "damn, I wish the books would never end". This entire series is one of the latter for me.

I love Sarah Lyons Fleming's work. Her characters are outstanding. At first Sylvie is a little difficult to

like, but as the story unfolds and the reader gets to know her, the affection grows for her character.

Eric is fantastic as well. Sarah has a gift for characterization and I guarantee you'll love this book.

She's one of my top five ebook writers.

This is an excellent follow-up to Sarah Lyons Fleming's "Until the End of the World" series. The

characters are well-drawn and the situations are complex. Anyone who wondered how things

worked out in NYC after Cassie and her friends left - this is the book for you!
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